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Brexit

Pro-Russian Propaganda and Russian Politicians Clearly Celebrated Brexit, Together with the Czech Ex-President
Václav Klaus
Great Britain leaving the EU could not have happened at a much darker time for the Euro-Atlantic Community of
which Britain is a key element. It is expected the UK will be occupied with domestic economic and political turmoil
for the foreseeable future while the TTIP between the USA and EU should be ratified, the Syrian civil war somehow
pacified, and not to mention the strengthening of NATO’s Eastern flank in the CEE against an aggressive Russia. On
the upside, the Kremlin and its propaganda machine can take advantage of the recent crisis in political and
communications terms as well:


Propaganda websites in the Czech Republic, Slovakia and Hungary have celebrated the success of the
“Leave” campaign and welcomed it as a victory of the people against the oppressive Union.



With Britain leaving the EU, the cooperation between Europe and America countering the Kremlin will be
under stress. It could be harder to defend common economic-military sanctions against Russia.



Brexit already has prompted pro-Russian actors in the Czech Republic and Slovakia to push for similar
referendums on EU membership. Moreover, in Bratislava, there was an anti-immigration march presented
by pro-Kremlin outlets as a march against Brussel's dictatorship.



Consequently, Russian or Pro-Russian propaganda can be expected to exert a greater influence on the
European public given Pro-Russian fringe media and Eurosceptic parties all pushing for exit referendum
initiatives.
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In general, propaganda websites celebrated the success of the “Leave” campaign and welcomed it as the victory of
the people against the oppressive Union.i The Czech ex-president Václav Klaus even wrote a commentary which has
been published on one of the outlets, saying that Great Britain decided to “stand up against megalomaniac plans to
create Pan-European empire for the third time”, the first two cases being in the Napoleon and Hitler era.ii
Still, the pro-Russian and official Russian reactions, on the one hand tried to estimate the Brexit vote’s impact on
Moscow’s new negotiating position in terms of realpolitik and diplomacy. On the other hand, the apocalyptic,
conspiratorial propaganda and disinformation about the EU or the Euro-Atlantic Community has continued
uninterrupted. However, there is also a great deal of uncertainty about how the exit referendum would play out for
Britain, the Union, Russia and Europe as a whole.
Concerning realpolitik, the main pro-Russian Hungarian site, operating from a Russian server, the Hídfő rightly
pointed out that the string of crises (Greek debt, migration etc.) has weakened the EU, so European leaders need to
rethink the “integration project.”iii The Czech Aeronet website published two articles, one claiming that Brexit
means the defeat of the US and the TTIP agreementiv, the other one arguing that Brexit will strengthen the US
global hegemony.v The Slovak pro-Kremlin authors expressed that Vladimir Putin will be definitely accused of being
responsible by the partly vicious and partly stupid anti-Russian propaganda. According to them, the Western
politicians are paranoid and see Putin behind everything.vi
Leading Russian politicians’ statements attest the will to limit the negative economic impact of the Brexit on the
Russian economy already in a downturn. Russian PM, Dmitry Medvedev highlighted the new risks of the Euro’s and
Font Sterling’s volatility and the lower oil prices. According to Alexei Moiseev, Deputy Finance Minister of the
Russian Federation, the Brexit will bear no negative consequences for the Russian economy. Russian decisionmakers, however, expect easing criticism or sanctions against Russia, along with the decline of American influence
on the continent, not to mention the surge of Eurosceptic forces.vii State Duma Deputy Sergei Zheleznyak warned
“if Brussels does not immediately change its policy priorities, a series of referendums in other European countries,
the marginalization and the collapse of the EU will become more and more real.” The mayor of Moscow, Sergei

Sobyanin wrote that “without the U.K., there will be nobody in the EU to defend sanctions against Russia so
zealously.” Business ombudsman Boris Titov put forward the prospect of the Russian led Eurasian Economic Union
by saying: “In 10 years it will be possible to talk about a United Eurasia.”
Aside from the more cool-headed statements, the Pro-Russian propaganda retained its dramatic, apocalyptic
visions and propagating blunt lies about Europe’s future. The Czech version of Sputnik, a website officially financed
by the Kremlin, focused on reporting of the possibility that the EU might collapseviii and several other websites
followed it with claims that the Brexit represents the nails in the EU's coffin and that there is no way a reform is
going to take place. One article even came up with a new word: “Euxitus”, which it explained as dying of the
Union.ix At the same time pro-Kremlin outlets in Slovakia praised the Britons for their courage to say no the
Brussels’ Moloch and their ability to escape the “European prison”.x
It is even more worrisome how the Pro-Russian propaganda showcases and legitimizes referendums about
European membership initiated by the Pro-Russian far right across Europe. The Hungarian conspiracy site, Világlátó
popularizes the referendum proposals of French Front National, Dutch Freedom Parts and Austrian Freedom Party.
Czech Pro-Russian commentaries suggested the government should follow the British and push for its own
referendum. One outlet attempted to ask some of the Czech politicians what they think about such a possibility and
if they would support it,xi although not many relevant personalities commented. Marian Kotleba, the leader of the
far-right People’s Party Our Slovakia, which got 14 mandates in the last Parliamentary elections, congratulated the
UK citizens for their decision to refuse Brussels’ dictatorship. He stated that “the time has come even for Slovakia to
leave the sinking European Titanic” and therefore his party would start to collect the signatures for the referendum
to leave the EU.xii The Brexit referendum also affected the pro-Kremlin media coverage of a protest against the
Islamization of Europe and against immigrants, which was held in Bratislava on the 25th June. It was mostly
described as “protesters marching in Bratislava against the destruction of Europe and Brussel's dictatorship.xiii
Still, Pro-Russian propaganda should be taken with grain of salt, since it contains significant overstatements. In
Hungary, for example, Jobbik cannot legally initiate a referendum on European membership, and even if it could,
most of the Hungarian electorate is very Pro-European in attitude. The petition of the People's Party – Our Slovakia
bears similarly small significance, given the party’s 8% share of the Slovak electorate.
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